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SECME: Going Out On a STEM! 

     “Here’s to the crazy ones.  The misfits.  The rebels.  The troublemakers.  The round pegs in 

the square holes.  The ones who see things differently. They’re not fond of rules. And they have 

no respect for the status quo. You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. 

About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them.  Because they change things.  They push the 

human race forward.  And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius.  Because 

the people, who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do.” – 

Apple Inc.  When Steve Jobs founded Apple he did not just create a thriving company, he 

created a place where you could believe and follow your dreams. But where can young people 

find their dignity, confidence, potential, and destiny?  Right here in SECME.  And where does 

innovation start?  SECME: Going out on a STEM!     

Why is SECME such a powerful organization?  It follows the footsteps of famous people 

of the past.  Albert Einstein, Leonardo Da Vinci, and Sir Isaac Newton are some of the people 

who had a thirst for innovation and built the next generation.  They made extraordinary progress 

and reached their goals to make this world a better place to live in.  SECME encourages us to 

follow our dreams and achieve something in life, just as they did.  As SECME builds our 

confidence and curiosity, we keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things, 

thus leading us towards new advancements in technology.  SECME supports the use of science. 

Engineers and scientists are developing better tools to help improve today’s lifestyle.  Scientists 

and researchers, through their dedication and hard work, are on the brink of finding cures for 

diseases such as cancer. 

SECME inspires us to dream and teaches us that through hard work we can make our 

dreams come true, just like Steve Jobs, who never let failure stop him.  Instead, by going out on a 



STEM, he made sure that Apple products would reach every corner of the world.  During the late 

1990s, Apple had lost market shares to Wintel ecosystem, but with the return of Steve Jobs and 

the release of the, “Think Different,” campaign, Apple reclaimed its position as the leader in the 

market. This is the kind of passion that SECME infuses in people. It also teaches us important 

skills like teamwork and persistence, which we need in every aspect of our lives.  Teamwork 

teaches us to be persistent by understanding each other’s mindset and working toward a common 

goal like making the school SECME banner.  SECME team members’ strengths are identified so 

that the innovators and dreamers design the layout, and the artistic draw the design on canvas 

and paint fine details.  The remaining team members paint the background and work on lettering. 

Participating in the SECME Brain Bowl competition is a dream come true for me. It is 

great to see everybody on the Brain Bowl team putting forth such enormous effort as we study 

and compete. We not only learn to help each other; we also respect each other.  The SECME 

Brain Bowl tests our team’s STEM knowledge. We learn a lot when preparing for the 

competition, and I am always amazed to see that there are so many things we don’t know much 

about. We are motivated to study again and again until we compete.  Finally, at the Olympiad, 

SECME and our coordinators encourage us to go out on a STEM and to be confident that we can 

rock the Brain Bowl.   

SECME not only instills hard work, but also recognizes our efforts by conducting an 

award ceremony to praise the participants and to award the winners. This further motivates the 

students and inspires them to go out on a STEM and choose a career in science, technology, 

engineering, and math. 

My first SECME adventure was when I built a Balsa Wood Bridge. This SECME 

experience was like a baby’s first step, the first of many.  Building a Balsa wood bridge involves 



many subjects like physics and engineering.  We learn the concepts at school, but participating in 

these activities makes the learning environment hands-on. It gives us a picture of the real world. 

As Ben Franklin said, “Tell me and I’ll forget, teach me and I’ll remember, involve me and I’ll 

learn.” 

   Without the teachers, SECME would not be possible. Their constant support and guidance 

makes this a great SECME experience! There are great coordinators explaining the facts and 

demonstrating how we may design and construct a bridge that can withstand maximum weight.  

Like all other participants, I also created a bridge myself. The idea was to build a bridge that can 

resist as much pressure as possible before breaking.  My bridge finally snapped under the weight 

of 14 pounds!  It was fun to see the other contestants’ bridges under the crusher.  

SECME is the launching pad for great ideas and dreams. It is about creative thinking and 

being different. The best part of SECME is that it tells us what we can improve upon. This way I 

can make a better bridge next time. Other activities like building rockets and mousetrap cars are 

also highly educational and fun.  

People form new ideas which eventually become the center of attention.  IPads, iPhones, 

and iPods form the base of the new generation.  All this started when people voiced their ideas. 

One thing unique about everyone is that we all think differently.  That is a blessing in disguise. It 

is a key element needed to make a difference in the world.  SECME reminds us that we, as 

pioneers of the 21
st
 century, are the future of the next generation and that we hold that future in 

our hands. The way we succeed is by incorporating the STEM (Science, Technology, 

Engineering, and Math) knowledge we learn through SECME Club.  As the 2014 year begins, so 

do new advancements in STEM.  Going out on a STEM is all about how we use these 

components to make the world a better place.  



It’s hard to believe that there was a time when phones did not exist.  Alexander Graham 

Bell invented the telephone in1876.  After a few years, in 1900 Reginald Fessenden made the 

first wireless telephone call.  Today cell phones have become an integral part of life.  Being 

innovative and exploring new ideas in science, technology, engineering, and math have helped us 

make new discoveries which have improved our lives and made us more productive.  All major 

discoveries like these are undirected and unpredicted, but going out on a STEM is a risk worth 

taking.  Education in STEM will make dreams like a colony on Mars reality in the very near 

future.  Going out on STEM is where the future, our future, is! 
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